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Abstract—In this paper, we explore a new algorithm to
detect people with color cameras based on our modified
Implicit Shape Model (ISM) implemented for grey scale
thermal images. The idea of this approach is to convert a
color image to a grey scale image, invert it to appear like a
thermal image, and then apply the same algorithm that we
used for people detection in thermal images. As the first step,
we use the ISM to define the proposed centers of people
locations. Then we utilize a novel method to detect people
based on the density of the concentrated proposed centers
by using an auto generated threshold mechanism. Our
method is easy to implement and does not require
complicated computations; thus resulting in a considerable
increase in the speed performance and decrease in the cost
of the required hardware on mobile platforms. We
evaluated our system by testing it on three image sets for
indoor and three for outdoor scenarios. Our system showed
promising results in detecting people on images taken by
different types of color cameras under difficult scenarios.
This technique is used as the vision system for a rescue assist
mobile robot built at Flinders University. 
Index Terms—color image, people detection, ISM, rescue
robot

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of artificial intelligence and
computer vision technologies in recent years, the need for
robust people and object detection techniques are
increasing because of their importance in many
applications such as drive assist systems in modern cars,
security surveillance systems, rescue assist systems,
military applications, computer and robot interactive
applications, and several others. Many researches have
been done on people detection using various types of
cameras such as normal color, night vision and thermal
cameras and so on. Each camera has its own advantage
and disadvantage; however, using normal color cameras
are very popular in the research because of the high
resolution and low cost of these cameras compared with
other types of cameras. The disadvantage is that detecting
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people in color cameras requires more sophisticated
approaches because of the clutter in the background.
Some of the proposed techniques with thermal cameras
depend on detecting the hot spots [1]-[4]. Such
techniques can work very well in indoor applications as
well as some outdoor applications, but they have a
limitation that prevents them from being robust in many
situations. These algorithms assume that the temperature
of the people is higher than the surrounding background,
which is not always the case in most outdoor and some
indoor scenarios.
Other techniques essentially depend on the background
subtraction [5]-[7]. These methods can be robust in
stationary surveillance camera situations, but not in the
moving camera applications because of the change in the
background that makes the subtraction with the
previously saved background ineffective.
One of the outstanding researches is based on
computing the gradients of IR test images and applying
model patches to a search window. Then, the Model
Histogram Ratios (MHR) are computed between the
patches and classified by a trained Support Vector
Machines (SVM) classifier for each window [8]. This is
similar to the original Histograms of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) approach first proposed in [9]. There are other
methods that depend on training the system to detect
specific objects based on the similarity of the local
appearance between the training samples and the test
images such as the Implicit Shape Model (ISM)
algorithm [10]-[12]. These algorithms have the advantage
that they do not depend on the background or the hot
spots. The technique discussed in this paper is based on
our Modified ISM Implementation for Grey Scale
Thermal Images [13] which is inspired by the ISM in [10].
It takes advantage of the ISM in defining the proposed
centers of the people locations, but detects people
depending on the density of the concentrated proposed
centers by an auto generated threshold mechanism that
we have developed. The outstanding point in this research
is that the same training samples used to detect people in
thermal images in [13] are also used to detect people in
color images. This approach significantly decreases the
amount of training images, especially for a system which
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uses both thermal and normal cameras at the same time.
This technique has been implemented on a prototype
rescue assist mobile robot at Flinders University. The task
of the robot is to go to dangerous places such as
destroyed buildings or unstable structures, search for
injured or trapped victims, and send their locations to a
rescue team who are following the robot from a safe
distance.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we
describe the hardware of the system. In Section III, we
explain our approach in details. In Section IV, we
demonstrate how the system is used and tested for
detecting people. Section V presents the results and
evaluation of the system, and finally, Section VI includes
the conclusions and the future work.
II.

in grey scale thermal images [13] as shown in
Fig. 2d and is summarized below:
Firstly, an interest point detector is applied on the test
image and patches around these points are extracted. The
interest point detector used in our system is the Harris
detector [14]. There are more robust feature extractors
instead of Harris detector such as Difference of Gaussian
(DoG), Harris-Laplace, and Hessian-Laplace detectors in
[11], [15], however, these detectors make the system
slower because of the large number of points that they
generate, requiring more computations. There is also a
combined detector/descriptor termed as Speeded Up
Robust Features (SURF) in [12], [16], [17]. Although
Harris Detector produces less interest points, the use of it
in our system was sufficient for detecting people in
difficult scenarios as shown in the results in section V.
Secondly, each extracted patch is matched with the
entries in the codebook using the Normalized Greyscale
Correlation (NGC) function [10]. If the similarity is
greater than a specified threshold, this codebook entry is
activated. All the possible locations of the people centers
for each activated codebook entry are included in the
detection process [13]. This approach is different from
the one used in the standard ISM version [10] and later
versions [11], [12], [16], [17].
Next, the concentration of the proposed centers are
used to form 3D density areas by putting a block on each
center [13]. This block has a square base and the height
represents the probability. As the blocks overlap, the
probability of the positions that have concentrated points
are increased more than the other positions, creating piles
of density areas [13].

SYSTEM HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The prototype that we have built for a rescue assist
mobile robot at Flinders University is shown in (Fig. 1).
The robot can explore an area autonomously or can be
controlled remotely by an operator. It scans the
surrounding by rotating the camera and provides a
wireless live video feed to a computer carried by the
rescue team. The computer applies the vision process on
the received real time video from the robot and displays
the live video feed on its screen in which the detected
subjects are highlighted. The details of the vision process
are demonstrated in the next section.

Figure 1. A rescue assist mobile robot built at Flinders University.

III.

IMPLEMENTING THE VISION SYSTEM

The vision process in the system can be summarized
into three distinct parts: Codebook Generation, Learning
an Implicit Shape Model, and the Detection Process.
These parts are similar to the ones used in our modified
Implicit Shape Model (ISM) implementation for grey
scale thermal images [13], except that the method is
extended for processing the color images as shown in Fig.
2. The details are as follows:
In the recognition process, the first step as shown in
Fig. 2b is to convert the color image to a grey scale image
with 0 for black to 255 for white.
In the next step, the grey scale image is inverted by
subtracting its pixel values from 255 to get 0 for white to
255 for black as shown in Fig. 2c. This makes a normal
image look like a thermal image. Hence, we can apply the
same algorithm that we have developed to detect people
© 2016 Int. J. Mech. Eng. Rob. Res.

Figure 2. The recognition process.

Finally, an auto threshold technique is applied for the
density area to detect people [13]. At this stage, if there
are groups with less than 100 pixels, they are discarded to
improve the detection accuracy [13].
104
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IV.

 If there is a rectangle surrounding two or more
people, they are all considered as detected.

EXPERIMENT

A. Training Images
For the training images used in the codebook, we
selected images of various people captured by different
thermal cameras from the internet. We extracted people
samples from these images and converted the background
to black. In total, we only used eight samples, as shown
in Fig. 3. One aspect of this codebook is the use of the
black background to remove the interest points on them.
This eliminates the need to separate the training images
into positives (for people) and negatives (for background)
which was the case in [10]-[12], [17]. As a result, in the
codebook images, the Harris points are distributed over
each person rather than the black background. The other
aspect is that the number of images used in this codebook
is extremely small in comparison with other ISM systems
in [10]-[12], [17], which will be explained in the result
section.

(a)

Figure 3. The training images used in this system

B. Testing the System
After preparing the codebook, we tested our system
with colored images from various indoor and outdoor
scenarios. For indoors, three image sets were used. The
first set had 150 indoor images captured using the IP
camera mounted on the robot at the Tonsley campus of
the Flinders University. The other two sets had 250
images in total taken evenly from the sources in [18], [19].
There were 224 people in the first image set, 444 people
in the second set, and 239 people in the third set.
Similarly, three image sets were used for outdoor
testing. The first set had 150 images which were taken
from the camera on the robot at Flinders University. The
other two sets had 250 images in total taken evenly from
the databases [18], [20]. There were 441 people in the
first image set, 146 people in the second set, and 191
people in the third set.
As mentioned above, in addition to the use of images
captured by the camera on the robot, we used the images
from other databases to test our system more rigorously
with a variety of images resolution, different capturing
angles, various people scales, and dissimilar scenarios.
For evaluating this system, the same evaluation rules
presented in [13] were used here. Those rules are:
 A person is considered detected if half or more of
the body is inside the rectangle, otherwise it is
considered as not detected.
 At high threshold values, a person might be
detected by two or more small boundaries on the
body. This is considered neither a correct
detection nor a false one since those boundaries
would combine later to form a rectangle around
the person when the threshold is lowered.
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(b)

(c)
Figure 4. The recall-precision curves for the indoor image sets: (a) first
set, (b) second set, and (c) third set.

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The recall-precision curves for the indoor detection are
shown in Fig. 4 and for the outdoor detection in Fig. 6.
The results are discussed separately in the following
sections:
A. Indoor Detection Performance
Our system showed a good performance for the first
and second indoor image sets. As shown in Fig. 4a and 4b,
the system achieved an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 75%
for the first set and 70% for the second set. For the third
image set, the system performance was higher with EER
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of 81% as shown in Fig. 4c despite its rather difficult
conditions due to the poor lighting as explained in [19].
Fig. 5 shows samples of the system detection for the
indoor image sets.

performance with an EER of 85% as shown in Fig. 6a.
For the second image set, the system performance was
slightly better with an EER of 86% as shown in Fig. 6b.
For the third set, the system performed marginally better
with an EER of 87% as shown in Fig. 6c. Samples of the
system detection for the outdoor image sets are shown in
Fig. 7.

(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 5. Samples of the indoor images used in testing the system: the
images in the first set (a) are captured by the IP camera mounted on the
robot, in the middle set (b) people have different scales with
complicated background, and in the last set (c) images have poor
lighting and low contrast. The first row in each set shows the tested
image, the second row, the density locations, and the third row, the
system detections.

Figure 6. The recall-precision curves for outdoor image sets: (a) first set,
(b) second set, and (c) third set.

It is apparent from the results that the system
performed better in outdoor images compared with the
indoor ones. This is because in the outdoor environment,
especially in the sun light, the environment is brighter
than people and this creates a high contrast between them
in the image. By inverting the image as part of the

A. Outdoor Detection Performance
In the first image set, the system reached a very good
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detection process, people become brighter than the
environment (which is similar to the greyscale white hot
thermal images), and this makes their detection easier.
However, for the indoor environment, people and the
environment usually have similar brightness, and this
makes the people detection more challenging for the
system.

The noticeable feature of the codebook used in our
system is that the training images were not taken from the
same image source used to test the system, but were
selected from unrelated sources. Another feature is the
low number of training images used to create the
codebook which was eight in total. It is worth mentioning
that 300 training images were used in [17]. Moreover,
these algorithms also required negative training images
for the background which was 250 in [17], increasing the
total training images to 550. Our system does not require
the negative background training images and using the
eight training images is adequate. As the number of
training images increases, the system becomes slower.
Naturally, a system with a small number of training
images does not require a large processing power and will
run faster. This makes it ideal for implementing the
system on small mobile robot platforms with limited
processing power. Finally, it is worth mentioning that this
was the first time that people detection was performed on
color images based on a codebook generated from
thermal image samples.

(a)

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

There are many color patterns that complicate a color
image and make people recognition difficult. Converting
a color image to greyscale will remove most of these
patterns. Moreover, inverting a greyscale image in most
cases results in people showing in high contrast with
respect to the environment and this simplifies their
detection. We used these techniques for the preprocessing of a color image and then applied our
approach used for detecting people in thermal images.
This was the first time that a system used a codebook
generated with samples from thermal images to work on
both thermal and color images for detecting people, and it
resulted in reducing the system complexity and increasing
the speed and performance. We are working on the
simultaneous use of color and thermal cameras on a
single system to increase the detection accuracy even
further.
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